




c5'J{iddle ancl ~Jlì:gher ， 9rade ~ch901 
九
The gold em:bargo ，hぉ again'-been~ decreed~ 
resulfing in the .reinàr~a_þle rise， in the_ price 
of the imported books !: Pr~y tise Y9ur ho~e- ~ 、‘
published books，?and co，opemte with us for 
the protection of th~ national. iÌ1d~stries!__ as 
well -as' for the 'b~nefit of you and us. Y ou 
are assured， as you have eve'r .bee~， that the 
Hokuseido publications' are as good. as any 
British-or American-published books in every 
point， and' are' considerably. ch~ape~ thaJ? tþ~ 
importations. The economic s~tuation_ o! !he 
country demands you to extend your helping 
hand. tothe domestic ，-Industries. 
We thank you' r _' 
'I(.ANDA :.; THE，'.H'OKUSElI.lO. P~ESS ': -TOKYO 
高官FPT宅J北 、:星堂λ罷おも728=見
Good :Books of Permanent Value 
For You and for Your Classes! 
The Hokuseido Books are 
Always Marl(ed by Typographical Accuracy, 
Beautiful Prit1ting, Artistic Binding, Excel-
lent Paper, and Moderate Price. 
The Hokuseido Books are 
Synonymous with Lasting Value, Re-
liability, and Convenience. You can 
depend on the Hokuseido Books. 
You can buy them without regret • . 
They are well-edited, and are certain 
to bring satisfaction and efficiency 
to both teachers and those taught. 
"Text-books of Lasting Merit, As Good As 
Any British or American Importations, 
and Priced Cheaper,'' is 
Their Undisputed Label. · 
A cursory conlparison will 
convince you the fact! 
(英語教科書)
訴細は目録頁の虚を開いて下さい@ 内容を示してあります@
安引は高等程度の分はABC廠t二誹列し、例へば Selectionsfrom J &c k 






Stories from Don Quixote 
Stories from the Arabian Nights 
Pandora and Other Stories 
Easy Stories for Boys and Gir Is 
Simple Practical Elglish Conversation 1. 1. 
W ater-Babies 
同三、四年用
Yamada's English Grammar 
EngIish Grammar and Composition VoI. 1. 
Vol. I. " " " " Cindellera and Other Stories 
By the Hearth and In the FieJd 
Cuore 
Fifty Famous Stories 
Twenty More Famous Stories 
Stories from Eng Iish History 
Stories from Shakespeare 
周囲‘五年用
Grimm's Fairy Tales 
Andersen's Fairy Tales 
Biographical Stories 
Ethics for Y oung People 
Tour through the British Isles 
W onder-Book 
Practical English Conversation 



















































































STORIES， SKETCHES， NOVELS， etc. 
Americall Short Stories 
An Attic Philosopher in Paris 
Anton Tchehov， Selections from 1. 11. 







各 1.00 25 
Best N ovelettes of To-day 
British Short Stories 
Call of the W iId， The 
Character of Napoleon Bonaparte 
Choice N ovelettes 
Christmas Carol， A 
Cricket on the Hearth 
Contemporary Short Stories 
De Profundis (獄中詑〉
Edgar Allan Poe， Selections from 
Eminent Authors， Select Pieces from 
English Country Calendar， The 
English Prose 
EngIish Mail-Coach， The 
Five Best Stories 
Five Short Stories 
George Gissing， Selections from 



















Happy Prince and Other Tales， The ρ ッヒプリユ/ス
Ha wthorne， 'Selections from ホ-')〆
Idle Thoughts of an Idle FeIJow アイドル y-~
J ack London， Selections from 少ヤグロ νドユ/
John Galsworthy， Selections from カ勺レス!}-t}'
Jonathan and His Continent 汐ヨナサν
Joseph Conrad， Selections from コンラド
Katherine Mansfield， Selections fromヵスリシ マシスフ{-}レド
Lawrence， D. H. ロー ννス
Life and Humanity ヒユマニテー
Litt1e Lord Fauntleroy 小公子
London Chronicle， A ロ二/ドユ/グロユグル
Lure of the Sea， The ルアオグザ V
Miscellany of Typical Prose， A ミセラニー
Ilodel Milionaire 'and Other Stories， The 宅テ~ )レミ 9オネーア
Opium-Eater， Confessions of 







































Our Village 7' J ピνヂ1.20 24 
Pavilion on the Links， The パピリア〆 .50 26 
Peter Schlemihl， The Shadowless Man γヤド vスマン .60 84 
Quentin Durward グヰンテンクャザード 1.20 38 
Rajah's Diamond， The ラクアス .50 35 
Rip Van WinkIe and Other Sketches りプパ ν 1.00 24 
Rosamund Gray and SeIected Poemsロザマユ/ドグwν ー .60 26 
Se玄ton'sHero and Other Tales セダスト〆 .80 32 
Sleeping Fires ス明ピングファイア .80 87 
Sherlock HoImes， The Memoirs of vヤロッグホームズ .80 20 
Silas Marner サイラスマナ- .90 36 
Son's Veto and Other Tales， The サνメペト .60 80 
Tagore， Rabindranath (Selections) タゴール 1.00 32 
Tales from Terror and Mystery テラ_..:r.νドミステ 9.70 27 
Thomas Hardy， Selections from トーマスハーデ戸 1.00 30 
Tom Brown's School Days トムプラウユ/ I.CO 32 
Twelve Best Short Stories トウエルプペ λ ト 1.00 21 
Three Men in a Boat ス 9ーメ〆 .80 26 
Vicar of Wakefield， The グィーカー 1.00 27 
ESSAYS， CRITICS 
Amiel's Journal アミール 1.00 24 
Citizen of the World， The ~チズ ν .80 45 
Critical and Miscel1aneous W ritingsグ 9チカルミセラユ 1.00 33 
Culture and Life カルチヤ .80 46 
Democracy and Publie Opinion デ宅グラ γ 1.00 87 
Ethics for Young Peop)e ヤνグ・ヒープル .43 36 
Glimpses of Modern English Criticsグ.l} ~プセス .50 21 
How to Get What You Want >"ウグゲy ト .50 19 
Help's Essays '^ -ルプス .50 3l 
Henry D. Thoreau， Essays of '^-ν9ーソロー .50 38 
Heroes and Hero-worship ヒーロー .80 50 
Higher Intelligences 戸イヤイ νテ 9せる/ス 1.00 89 
How to Live on 24 Hours a Day >、ゥク 9グ .80 22 
Inge and J acks， Select Essays of イνグ・ 1.20 19 
Intellectual Life， The イνテレグチヤ .60 25 
Literary Prose l}テラ lJ_プローズ .80 33 
Literary Taste ~テラりテイスト .50 50 
Matthew Arnold， Selections from アーノルド 1.00 38 
On Liberty オ〆りパテー 1.20 88 
Pen， Pencil and Poison and Other Essays AνAン γル 1.00 " 
Representative Modern Essays 屯ダ〆エッセズ .80 28 
80u1 of Man， The 
Swintons's English Literature， Studies in 
Two Critical Essays 
Unto this Last and Poems 
Use of Life， The 














Epistemology and Ontology 
Essays on Modern Problems 
Essence of Modern Idealisrn， The 
Fathers of Philosophy and Science 
Making of Man， The 
エヒステ毛ロク .50 50 
宅ダν プロアνムズ 1.20 46 
宅ダνアイテ蜘アリズム 1.00 36 
フイロソヒエンドサfエシス 1.00 44 
メーキ νグ'マニ/ 1.00 30 
Moral Ideas and Social Life 
Science of ReIigion 
yγアルライフ .80 47 
Scientific Readings “Biological" 








.80 47 Social Evolution 
Social Problerns yγ アルプロプレムフ~ .80 " 
Wisdom of Life， The 
W orld before Man， The 
1フィ7:ド、ム 1.00 44 
ヲー Jレドビフ才アマシ 1.00 20 
DRAMS 
Conternporary One-Act Plays )Jν アグト
E玄tractsfrom Shakespeare エキス Fラクヅセークえピア
Five Short Plays ファイププレー
Litle Masterpieces of Ten Great Dramatistsテミノド、ラマ







Autobiography， Modern Masterpieces ofオートノミイォ 1.00 43 
Seven Great Men of To-day セプ〆グνートメ ν.60 45 
SPORTS 
Modern Sports， Readings in 宅ダ〆ス-a;6_.!}' 1.ω43 
POETRY 
Comus and Lycidas ヨーマス .40 39 
EngIish Poerns イミ/グリジポエムズ .70 41 
English Verses パーセス 1.00 39 
Enoch Arden and Loc匙slcyHaIl エノグアーテ恥与/ .25 63 
IntroductioD to EngIish Poetry， An イ:.-tロダクシヨシポエトリ 1.00 40 
Little Gems of Eng'Jish Poetry 
Lyrical Poems of Eng land 
Other HaJf-Rome 
Poems on Evening and Night 





Higher EngIish Composition 富田英イ伝え1.2. 
Hanazono's English Composition 花関英作交
English Composition for Advanced Students 1. 1.須藤英作文
CHEAP EDITIONS 
Silence 
Twenty-six Men and a Girl 
My Adventureg in London 
Coming World Unity 
Warrior's 80ul 



















8hakespeare， Selections from セークスヒア .20 
‘Rikki・Tikki-Tavi'and Red Dog リッキティッキ .20 
Talk and Talkers 1、ーグ .20 
Essays of Elia ヱッセスエ 9ア .25 
Mahomet ~ホメット .25 
Martin Luther jレーヂル .25 
Country of the Blind and the Door in the Wallカウ〆ト 9 プラインド、 .35
Virginibus Puerisque ノfF3ニパス .25 
Tales from 8hakespeare テールスセグスヒア .50 
OlalIa オララ .38 
Francois ViIlon ブラユ/ジス .50 
London Sketches 
Charles Dickens， Tales from 
English Renaissance of Art， The 
温加
Representative Short Stories 
Chivalry and 8portsmanship 
Great Modern One-Act Plays 





































THE WORKS OF LAFCADIO HEARN 
A History of EngIish Literature 
Essays on American Literature 
Some Strange EngIish Literary Figures 
Lectures on Shakespeare 















Life and Literature ライブエニ/ド 9テνチヤ 34-35
Stories and Sketches ストリースケッチヱλ
" Lands and S~as ラユ/フご
" Poets and Poems ジミラふノ ト ミ/
" Japan and Japanese タヤバユ/
" Romance and Reason ロマニ/ス





圃 中 等程度英語 数科書
c. c. EVERETI、'S
Y oung People 
く昭和5.12. 22文部省検定演〉
for Ethics 









































AN ENGLISH I 
GRAMMAR AND 
CO~1POSITION 








異lこし 構交論に重きた置き， そして第一えさらl工事ら Simple 








第二巻iこ入って， Complex Sentence， Compound Sentence 
の要素れる各種のClause私設き，その構成に必要な接援詞，関係
代名詞，関係形容詞，関係副詞ら論じついで Tense，Mood， 











Boys and Girls 
By 
Frank H. Lee， B.A. OXFORD 
PROFESSOR OF ENGLISH AT THE TOKYO UNIVERSITY 
OF COMMERCE， AND AT THE PEERS' SCHOOL. 
AUTHOR OF “THE ENGLISH COUNTRY CALENDAR" 
























Boys and Girls 
Frank H. Lee. B. A. OXFORD 
PROFESSOR OF ENGLISH AT THE TOKYO UNIVERSITY 
OF COMMERCE， AND AT THE PEERS' SCHOOL. 
会料六銭 AUTHOR OF “THE ENGLISH COUNTRY CALENDAR " 







1. A HOUSE IN TOKYO • • • • • 1 
1. THE VOYAGE . -・.. . . . 10 
11. AT THE SEASIDE IN ENGLAND • 68 
IV. FISHING. • • • • 78 
V. AN EXCURSION . 84 
VI. TRA VELLING . 94 




THE BRITISH ISLES 





























本書l~ ， 米人 Albert F. BlaisdeIl氏が彼の図の少年少女の潟lこ書い






























十九世紀の初め頃 Charlesand Mary Lamb兄妹が沙翁劇の筋







HAIvILET， THE TEMPEST， KING LEAR， THE TAMING 
OF THE SHREW， AS YOU LIKE IT， CYMBELINE， 







EASY STORIES FOR BOYS AND GIRLS 
80頁定債 35銭送料 4銭
本書1最近英図で出版されれ最も高評ある qーダ中より日本の撃生に興
味わるものや選ぴ編纂されれものである。内容は ThePied Piper， The 
Three Bears， Snow White and Rose Red. Potter's Gift. Little Red 
Riding Hood， The Brown Toad， Tom Thumb. 
、. 、，./ ，、，、-.....、，、
CINDERELLA AND OTHER STORIES 
中事三、女撃校四年程度(文部省検定済〉
123頁定慣 48銭送料 6銭
内容l工Cinderella，The Sleeping Beauty， The Fisherman and His Wife， 
An Odd Pair of Slippers， Beauty and the Beast， The Wonderful 
Pitcher， Golden Wings等の有名な話であります。




The What Cat; The Three Little Pigs; On Birds; 
How J im Went Fishing; The Three Bears; On 
Flowers; The Straw， The Coal， and the Bean; The Elves and the 
Shoemaker; Un the Bakker; Hansel and Gretel; Why the Sea is 












i 特訓 符イソ Yプ物町名なものら八十意向草に締麗
' な稔ら挿入しれもの、英文はやさしい onesyllable l で書いてありますから中墜二年の教科書ミして遁討なものであります。
ROBINSON CRUSOE 









!H| 乙手f!弓主三汚 二三 刺す底の誠刺d小、設として有名であるO 本舎(1ぱd小、人図




， CU 0 RE" !vB~n~~~T:~~ ~~~T~ By EDMOND DE AMICIS
Adapted for School Use by T. Y AMAZAKI 
中事三、四年程度〈文部省検定、海〉












T wenty More F amous Stories 
By J ames Baldwin 
中毒喜四年程度〈丈部省検定済〉
160頁定慢 52銭送料 6銭
Fifty Famous Storiesの著者 James Baldwinが少
年男女のれめに更に羽lirtyMore Famous Stories 
ら著はしれ、その著書の中、日本の皐生に最も興味の
あるやうなものか二十篇撰んにものは本書であります。本書も叉教科書
さして寅iこ気持のよい美しい本であります。 段むるものは Columbus 
and the Egg，“Eureka!九 Galileoand the Lamps， Sir Isaac N ewtton 
and the Apple， The First Printer， John Gutenberg and the Voices， 
James Watt and the Teakettle， Dr. Johnson and His Father， Webster 
and the Woodchuck，“As Rich as Crasus" The Gordian Knot， King 
Richard and Blondel， The Fall ot Troy， Penelope's Web， How Rome 
was Founded，“Delenda est Carthago!" Hannibal， the Hero of Car-













Stories from the Arabian Nights 
(文部省検定済〉巾率三年程皮
133頁定償 44銭送料 6銭











西洋で有名なお伽噺えと集めれものであります。 収め I! 
てあるものは一一一 Pandora，Midas， Puss-in-Boots， I!
J ack and the Beanstalk， Beauty and the Beast， Jack 1I 
the Gi nt Killer， Dick Whittington a. dh isCat， 1.










の十二篇私選んであります。 TheSleeping Beauty; 
One-Eye， Two-Eyes; and Three-Eyes; Hansel and 
Gretel; Cinderella; The Three Feathers; The Vallant Little Tailor; 
The Golden Goose; The Musicians of Bremen; Thumbling; The Blue 
Light; IIans in Luck; The Cleaver Gretel. 
Andersen's Fairy Tales 
中事四、五年程度(文部省検定涛〉
105 l~i 定侭 37 銭迭料 4 銭
The Daisy， The Ugly Ducking， Little Ida's Flowers， 
The Tinder Box， The Fir-Tree， The Constant Tin 
Soldier， The Nightingale， Five Out of One Pod. 
SANDER'S 
































HOKUSEIDO TEXT-BOOKS I 
are Synonymous with Re-
liability， Convenience， and 
Efficiency. 
To OUR READERS 
It is a source of intense satisfaction to 
us that our English text-books have been 
always favourably received by you through 
these years， and we take this opportunity to 
express our most heartfelt thanks for the 
encouragement and guidance given us by 
you， which "¥ve are sure have made the cor-
nerstone of our business. As you al probably 
know， our years' efforts have invariably been 
directed to the production of reliable text-
books with worthy contents meeting the 
demands of the day and so shall be. 
We are delighted to tel you that we are 
receiving orders for our books even from 
abroad， a sure evidence of the recognition 
on their part of the worth of our books. 
It is our sincerest hope and desire that 
you would continue as hitherto to give us 
your valuable advice and encouragement~ 
Tokyo， 1932 Publisher 
Little 
TI-IE USE OF LIFE 








By Frances I王odgsonBurnett 






Jonatllan and His Continent 
By Max O'R~ll 
(高校一年程皮〉
162頁定債 60銭送料6銭
Max O'Rell {1雅放で、本名l工 PaulBouet 
=l1~ Q)筆q~妙にして訊刺 lこ笛ん1ごものである。
さ ~W[j¥、
A Miscellany of TJTpical Prose 
(高校一年程度)
128頁 定償 50銭詮料4銭
Thoreau， Chesterton， Daudet， I-elps， Galsworthy， 
Conrad， BelIoc， Tolstoy， Bennett， Arnold， Gissing， 




STORIES AND ESSA YS 
ぐ高校一年程度〉
Z8喜定債 ω銭送料 6銭
Anonymous.一 LordAvebury. -N. Hawthorne.-C. 
c. Everett.-CQnan Doyle.-P. G. Hamerton.-W. 
s. Marden. -Charles Lamb.-J. K. Jorome. -Al1an Poe. 
Roosevelt等の傑作ら集め、論文ミ随筆さら交代lこ取入れれ
理想的な教科書であります。
HALF HOURS wfth MODERN WRITERS 
(高校一年程度〉
157頁定霞 60銭会料4銭
Samuel Smiles - Max O'Rell -Lord Avebury-
Jerome K. Jerome - O. S. Marden -Walter Em-
manuel-J. S. Blackie -E. Souvestre-Mary Russell 











The Happy Prince， The Selfish Giant， The Nightingale and the Rose， 
The Y oung King， The Star-Child. 
The Model Millionaire (高校一年程凌〉
and Other Stories 72頁定震 40~違法科 4 銭
The Model Millionaire， The Sphinx 'without a Secret， 
The Cantervil1e Ghost. 
17 
1 
Select Pieces from Eminent Authors 
(高校一年程度)
122頁定債60銭迭料6銭
Pathological， Kusa-Hibari (Lαfcadio HIれ rn¥ The 
Last Class (Alphonse Dαudet). Different Kinds of 
Heroes (C. C. Everett)， Lucy， By the Sea， The 
Reaper (Williαm Wordsworth). The Nightingale 
(HIαns C. Andersen). Devid Swan， The Vision of the Fountain (MαthαnieZ 
Hαωthorne). The Little Brother-in-Charge (Florence Alontgomery). 
The Desert CAlexαnder W. K inglαke). Break， Break， Break; Tears， 
Idle Tears; Crossing The Bar (Alfred Tennyson).' Sunday (George 
Gissing). A Night among the Pines (R. L. Stf:5venson). 
BRITISH SHORT STORIES 






To Please His Wife (ThomαsRαrdy). Markheim (R. L. Stωenson). 
A Daughter of the Lodge (George Gissing). ¥Vithout Benefit of 
Clergy (Rudyαrd Kipling¥ 1 Conde (Joseph Conrαd). The Lord of 
the Dynamos (H. G. Wells). A Miller of Dee， Once More (John 
Galsworthy). The Letter and the Lie， The Tight Hand (ATnold Bennett). 
CHOICE NOVELETTES 
Edited by S. Umemoto 
〈高校一、二平程度)
上製 194支定償 i図詮符8銭
The Broken Boot (John Gαlsworthy). Bewitched 
(Edith Whα7・ton). Statement of Gabriel Foot， High-
wayman (.4. Quiller Oouch). Bread (Joseph Her'・
gesheimer). The Garden Party (Kαtherine Mαns-
field). The Return (δherwood A nderson). The 
Enemy in Ambush (Hugh Walpole). 
18 
a・
How To GET ¥JVHAT You WANT 1 




Select Essays of 
Dean Inge and Principal Jacks 
ADAPTED WITH NOTES BY 
T. AIDZU 
四六夕刊j上製美本 200頁定債 1周20銭 送料.8銭
The Soul of England， lndustrialism， Democracy. 
PRINCIPAL JACKS: 
From the Human End， The Tyranny of Mere Things， A Drifting 
Civi1isation， On a Much-Neglected Virtue. 
本書後手二1・ l こ就いては特に弊堂(:t原著者の承諾と夜行者~ Benn & Co. I.り
版権ら譲受げれる Lのなれに経封他に蒋載ら許さ Yるものなリ。
American Short Stories 
Edited by Y. Nitsu 




Washington lrving (The Spectre Bridegroom¥ Nathaniel Hawthorne 
(The Ambitious Guest)， Allan Poe (The Alasque 01 the Red Death)， (The 
Pit and the Pendulum)， Francis R. Stockton (The Lαdy or the 
Tiger ?)， Bret Harte (The Luck of Roαring Cαmp)， (The O'utcαsts of 
Poke7・FIαt)， Henry James (FOU7・-^，feetings)，O. Henry (The Cod and 
the Anthem)， (After Twenty ):句作)， J ack London (The Leopard Man' s 
Story)， (To KillαA1an). 
19 
-・R
LIFE AND HUMANITY 
四六*'1]美本 132頁定債 60銭送料 6銭
Washington lrving， John Burroughs， N. Hawthorne， Thomas Moor， 
Hugh Miller， Anatole France， Lafcadio Hearn， P. B. Shelley， John 
Keats， G. Gissing， John Galsworthy， Walter de la Mare， Edgar 
Allan Poe. 
C-Che ~emoirs 0/ 
Sherlock Holmes 
By CONAN DO"¥:-LE 
上製 188頁 定債 80銭主主将 8銭
Silver Blaze.一一The Crooked Man.一TheNaval 
Treaty.一一TheFinal Problem. 
The Lure of the Sea 
Edited by K. Sudo 
四六抑j美本定債 1園送料 8銭
John Masefield :-Port of Many Ships， Sea Super-
stition， A Sailor's Yarn， From the Spanish， A Valediction， 
The Golden Ci ty of St. Mary， Trade Winds， Sea.fever， 
A Wanderer's Song， The Tarry Buccaneer， Lyrics from 
‘The Buccaneer.' Joseph Conrad :-Youth. Clark RusseIl:-
The Mystery of the Ocean Star， Calms and Seas. Samuel Cole. 
ridge : -The Rime of the Ancient Mariner. 
島知intont1) ~tUl:rít5 in 
(fnglisb 1Literature 
可VithAppendix 
Edited by T. MINEO 
四六判美本約 450頁定債 2国選料 10銭
20 
FIVE SHORT STORIES 
By R. L. STEVENSON 
191支上製完債1国送料6銭
(高校一、二年程度〉
¥Vill O'The Mill. -The Bottle Imp. - The Isle of 
Voices.-The Walf Woman. -Providence and the 
Guitar. 
Twelve Best Short Stories 
From British and American Writers 








Lafcadio Hearn. -Stockton.-Kipling. -Irving.-Galsworthy. 一Hawthorne.-Mark Twain.-Gissing. -Jacobs.-Pain.-O. 
Henry.-Boyd. 
A CHRISTMAS CAROL 
By Charl~s Dickens 
Edited， with Notes by S. UCHIDA 
上製 158頁定債 1国送料6銭
The Cricket on the Hearth 
By C. Dickens Edited， with Notes by S. UCHIDA 
上製157頁定債 1闘送料6銭
Glimpses of Modern English Critics 
62頁定債 50銭送料4銭
l¥1atthew Arnold， 'Va1ter Pater， Oscar ¥Vilde， Arthur Symons 等の.
評論ら集め仁英文皐研究者必議2の瓦書である。
21 
How to Live on 24 Hours a Day 
By Arnc I j Bennett 





THE CALL OF THE WILD by Jack London 





る一容・頭の Prefaceh London の appreciationに
好参考ごなる。
English Country Calendar 
By Frank H. Lee， B. A. OXFORD 
PROFESSOR OF ENGLISH AT THE TOKYO UNIVERSITY 
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A London Chronicle 
with Notes乱γtdII ustrat'おns
By Frank H. Lee， B. A. OXFORD 
上製 350頁 定償一国五十銭 送料十銭
Reviewed by the Japan Advertiser:-
Having taken his students through an English 
year in a textbook published about a year ago， Mr. 
Lee now gives them a year in London. It is easy 
to see that the subject is again a congenial one. Even to write about 
London fils him， he says， with a sense of despair， so vast is the sub-
ject， so rich in memories， but beginning manfully at Tilbu:ry Docks he 
gives his readers a thoroughly interesting review of the great city. The 
book is divided by the months of the year， and though the method Is 
Iess obviously right than when applied to English country life， Professor 
Lee ingeniously finds reasons for being in London and enjoying it 
during all the months. January， as he says， isnot London's best 
month， but then it is the only month in which one can go' to the 
pantomime. .With such a genial guide， no wonder that his students 
call for more. 
英語青竿批評:ー著者は嚢t二同じ北星堂から "TheEnglish Country Calendar"を
出して回国景砲の叙速に特異の才を以つ?乙ことを示し大リー教授で，此の姉妹篇には筆た革め℃
大倫款の行進曲を怒っ℃ゐる. Prefaceは Londonの歴史と沿革である. 英人の倫敦愛から
書旬、"'C:来"C..ロー マ時代. サクブシ時イーにと次第に移って現代仁至る関に，種々の作家の倫敦観が
ちょ〈ちょ〈引い℃ある. 面白いがま1l少し阿角張ってゐると思つ托b.その後が Chronicle
の寅謹で.一年十二ヶ月仁分け"'C~款の繁昌記となってゐる. "The foreigner who visits 
London for the first time c&n Bcarcely fail to have a feeling of bitter disappoint-
ment when he arrives in the great metropolis about which. before setting out on 





世物巡りとなる. そして子供の生活のとと仁なり，動物園， W oolworth (J_) bazaar ゃ Kerb-
seller の話l二移る. との間二十六頁で息、也っかせ-Yl二議ませる面白さである. 二月は時季同
Parliamentのはなし.との終りに Houseの建坪幾何など h少し!欧字が出るが.そとは敬遠し
て屯.あとは開院式から議事走行，傍聴席占領競争などの浅子が手に取るやろ.それからLondon
の江戸ツ子 cockneyのおし.'rhe Templeの来援.等々，それで五十三頁.三月比諺の Wind
in March.で街掃除から活し出し，挨から TheWhitechapel Road， The East End，それ
からーが，乙の位で絡すとして，十二ヶ月 339頁は少し屯退屈しない. 案内記の援域的さに噴
せ，..見開設の冗長仁涜れy仁，兎屯角，紹介子の議ん?ぜこの種の本の中では珍らしい努著のや
ら仁思ム. 容求の註寝十二頁屯， 一寸覧手兵にないキラなこと?ざけが説明してあって便利. 尚喜皇
の人濯の一議をお薦めし北い所以である.
与a
Our ViUage (Illustrated) 
By Mary RusselI Mitford 
Compiled， with Notes by T. YAMAZAKI 
上製




Edited， with Notes by R. TANABE 
上製 201頁定債1国送料8銭
Rip Van Winkle.一一TheSpectre Bridegroom.一ー-The Legend of 
Sleepy Hollow.一Legendof the Moor's Legacy.-The Governor 
and the Notary.一一TheAdelantado of the Seven Cities. 
An Attic Philosopher in Paris 
BY 
Em.ile! Souvestre 














Translated from the Russian 
By Constance Garnett 
VOL. 1 (155 pp.) 
“'0he Beggar and 
Olher Slories" 
-、f、d戸、J、J、w戸、
VOL. 11 (178 pp.) 
“お[iseryand Ofher Sfories" 




By PHILID GILBERT HAMERTON 
CSelected) 
161頁定債 60銭送料4銭
Selections from Edgar Allan Poe 
(The G.old-Bug and Other Stories) 
138買上製完債 60銭送料6銭
The Gold-Bug. -A Descent into the Maelstrom. -





The Firebrand. -The Poet's Portmanteau. -The 
Medicine Man.-Raw Material.-The Tout of Yar-
mouth Bridge. --A Charming F.amily. - Fate and 
the Apothecary. 
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The Pavilion on the Linl(s 
By R. L. Stevenson 
四六歩u美本定債 50銭廷料 4銭
Three Men in a Boat 
J erome K. J erome 
上製美本 160儀頁定債 80銭怠料 6銭
SELECTIONS FROM 
JOSEPH CONRAD 
上製美本 238頁定債 1回送料 8銭
The Informer， the Inn of the Two ¥Vitches， The Idiots， An 
Outpost of Progress， The 、rVarrior's SouI. 
?;he Story of a Bad Boy 
By Thomas Baily Aldrich 
四六ヂu美本約 180頁定債 80銭怠料 6銭
Rosamund Gray and Selected P oems 
By Charles Lamb 
WITH NOTES BY 
E. V. LUCAS & ED¥VARD DOWDEN 
上製美本定債 (0銭主主料 6銭
Rosamund Gray. Poems :ー一一Hester. the Old Familiar Faces， 
The Grandame， On an Infant Dying as soon as Born，もiVork， 





上製美本 179頁定償 90銭送料 8銭
The Enemy of al the WorId， the Faith of Men， 
. Batard， The Whale Tooth， The Heathen， The Great 
Interrogation， The Man with the Gash， Where the 
Trail Forks. 
C芯ctlesof C(geror and [1v[ ystery 
Edited by Y. Nitsu 
上製美本 111頁定債 70銭送料 6銭
A Tales of Terror (Thomas Hood)， The Caldron of 
Oil Wilkie Collins)， Mateo Falcone (Prosper Merimee)， 
The VilIa Jasmin (William Le Queux)， The Chau仔eur
and the Little Lady (William Le Queux). 
CONTEMPORARY 
SHORT STORIES 
Edited by S. UMEMOTO 
上製美本 177瓦定債 1同送料 8銭
A lVfere‘ lnterlude (Thomas Hardy)， A Source of 
lrritation (Stacy Aumonier)， Through a Window (H. 
G. ¥Vellsi， The Umbrella (.A.rnold Bennett)， The Bull 
that Thought (I(ipling). 
C0he CVicar of匂 akefield
By Oliver Goldsmith 
上製美本 242頁定債 1回送料 8銭














1. By George Saintsbury. 
11. By David ~lasson. 
The English Mail-Coach: 
Section 1-The Glory of Motion. 
Going Down with Victory. 
Section II-The Vision of Sudden Death. 
Section 111-Drealn-Fugue. 
On the Knocking at the Gate in Macbeth. 
From The Suspiria de Profundis: 
1. Levana and Our Ladies of Sorrow. 
2. Savannah-la-Mar. 
Representative Modern Essays 
Edited by S. Umemoto 
四六歩Ij上製定債 80銭迄科 6銭
Reminiscences of Conrad (Gαlsworthy)， J ohn Galsworthy (Conrad)， 
What is Fascism (H. G. lVells)， The Happiest of the Poets (収 B.
Yeats)， The Holiday of the Slave (G. K. Chesterton)， 1'he Profitable 






THOMAS DE QUINCEY 
BY 
Y-ONESAKU OT AGIRI . 
INTRODUCTION:ー
Life. Works. General 
Characteristics. 




THE PLEASURES OF 
OPIUM. 
INTRODUCTION TO THE 
P AINS OF OPIUM. 
THE PAINS OF OPIUM. 
1-:事3 美仁木究
156頁註 50頁定債 1悶 送料 8銭
本書に取っt:原丈1 :一入二一年初めて「倫敦搾誌JIこjR載ぜられ議書
界ら驚倒さぜた英文墜中稀に見る名3えとして今日批評家の聞に激賞ぜら





U nto This Last 
and POeIllS 
by John Ruskin 
Edited with Notes by YONESAKU OTAGIRI 
四六判














(TALES AND POEMS) 
上製約 220頁 定債 1図怠料 8銭
The Melancholy Hussar of the German Legion.-
Alicia's Diary. - What the Shepherd Saw. - An 
Imaginative Woman.-The Son's Veto.-The Three 
Strangers. POEMS. 
The Son' s Veto and Other T ales 
By Thomas Hardy 
会。豊定債 60銭送料6銭
The Son's Veto.-For Conscience' Sake.-To Please 
His Wife.-Enter a Dragoon.-The Three Strangers. 
REPRlr.JTED BY PERMISSION OF 
H. G. WELLS 
The W orld Before Man 
Being 
Book 1 of'The Outline of History' 
The Making of Man 
Being 
Book 1 of 'The Outline of History' 
Edited， wIth Preface by T. TOMITA 
会人定債各1国送料各 6銭




KA THERINE MANSFIELD 
Compiled， with a Preface 
By Raymond Bantock B. A. 
上製 c~，.fJfli 
1o1頁メヒ{貝 1国送料6銭
Preface;-KATHERINE MANSFIELD who died in 
1923 at the early age of 34， isthe greatest English writer of 
short stories. She is as yet practically unknown in Japan. Her work has been 
profoundly influenced by the art of Anton Tchehov， the great Russian author of 
short stories. She has applied to English life the same methods of character 
drawing that he applied to Russian life. N 0 writer has succeeded better than 
she in depicting the subtleties of modern English life and character. She is 
above al an exquisite artist， and her stories will become classics in English 
Literature. 
SelectIons from John Galsworthy 
Compiled by Y. NIITSU 
上製
美本定債1固送料6銭
A Fisher of Men.-Courage.-Compensation.-A 
Parting. -The N eighbours. -Once More.一Justice.
-Magpie over the HiII. -Evolution. 
Selections from HA WTHORNE 
150頁定i頁60銭送料6銭
A Ril! from the Town Pump. - David Swan.-
Mr. Higginbotham's Catastrophe. - The Vision of 
the Fountain.-Fancy's Show Box.-Dr. Heidegger匂
Experiment. - The Sister Years. - The l¥finfster's 
Black Vell.-Ambitious Guest. 
HELPS'S ESSA.YS 





THE SEXTON'S HERO 
AND O~l'HER ~-'ALES 
By EJizabeth Cleghorn GaskeIl 
~Tith αη Introductioηαηd Notes by 
四六河上製 A. ST ANTON WHI'I‘FffiLD 
so銭廷料 8銭 B. Litt. Oxon.. E. R. Hist. Soc.. 
Mrs Gaskell was the earliest of the first-rate English women writers 
who became tellers of short stories. This singularity alone should make it 
worth while to examine her work in this field. ln her short stories 
and long short-stories (she wrote few novelettes) are many details and 
delicacies of work that seem worthy of notice. 1n the art of describing 
what she sets out to describe she certainly has， ather best， no superior， 
and she dues this with a dispassion and aloofness which are neither 
heartless nor cold. She has never become a cult and no fuss is made 
about her. ¥Ve do not fuss over our friends， and Mrs. Gaskell is a 
companionable auth ')r and as such she wiI1 al ways be loved. Quietly 
and unobtrusively she added her little store of emotional insight to 
the patrimony of mankind. 
INTRODじCTION--THESEXTON'S HERO-一THESQUIRE'S STORY 
-THE MANCHESTER MARRIAGE--THE HALF-BROTHERS. 
rrOlll Brown's School Days 






Vision and Other Stories 
Edited by H. 1¥霊iki
四六列上製定債 1図怠料 8銭
Vision， In the Night， The Skeleton， The Post-
master， Paper Boats and Other Poems， Poems， 
Malini等の代表作た集めれるもの.
32 
壁 、 γ :マミア全吟がど午
ON LIBERTY 
BY 
John Stuart Mill 
Edited， with Notes by 
SEIICHI UCHIDA 
|(!λ一二三与三ふ♂バ 四大剣上製 244頁 定償 1固20銭送料 10銭
LITERARY PROSE 
Selections from Great Writers 
最上美木定償 80銭送料 8銭
Thomas Henry Huxley， Thomas Carlyle， Hamilton 
Wright ~lobie， Oscar Wilde， Thomas De Quincey， 
Arthur Symons， Walter Pater， Lafcadio Hearn， 
William Hazlitt. 
Pen， Pencil and Poison 
and Other Essays 
By Oscar Wilde 
最上美本定債 1国選料 8銭
Pen， Pencil and Poison， The Decay of Lyi ng， The 
1 maginative Prose of Walter Pater，“Hamlet '. 
Stage Scenery. 




WiIIiam Hazlitt， R. L. Stevenson. Walter Pater 
Edith Sichel， George Santayana， Lafcadio Hearn， 
J ohn Addi ngton Symonds， Thomas De Quincey， 
Thomas Carlyle等.
33 
P eter Schlemil， The Shadowless Man 
By Adelbert Chanlisso 
Edited by K. HANAZONO 
定債 60銭 送料 6銭
BEST NOVELETTES OF TO-DA Y 
Edited with Notes by 
s. UMEMOTO 
上製定債 1図 送料 8銭
Contents :-The Regeneration of Hi1ary Vance (H. A. 予コ、lchellめ)，
'J he Killers (E. Henmi初ηgl比4‘αy)，
t:ku叫I (Lム.O. Flωαher付tyω)，'1、he'1・ale(Connαd)， At Y our Age (F. Scott 
Fitzgerald)， I'm a Fool (8. Anderson)， l¥1onkey Nuts (D. H. Lαωrence)， 
The Sculptor's Funeral (W. Catter)， Bongo (Sincl仰・ Lewis).
D. H. LAWRENCE 
AND OTHER CONTEMPORARY WRITERS 
Edited by I-I. NABARA 
上製美本定償 90銭訟料 8銭
Contents :-Two Blue Birds (D. H. Lawrence)， You Touched Me 
(D. H. L.)， The Bδarding House (James Joyce)， Hubert and Minnie 
(Aldous Huxley)， The Doll's I-ouse (Kαtherine Mαnsfield)， Mrs. Dal-
loway (Virginia WooZ!)， The Nature of the Evidence (May SincZαir). 
THE IDLE THOUGHTS OF 
AN IDLE FELLOW 
BY JEROME K. JEROME 
布製定債 50銭 送料 6銭
On Getting on in the World， On being J dle， On being in Love， On 
Babies， On Eating and Drinking， On Dress and Deportment， On 
l¥1emory. 
34 
De Profundis By Oscar Wilde 






O. Henry: Best Short Stories 
WITH AN INTRODUCTION AND NOTES BY 
K. KUMANO， M. A. 
上製美本定債 1周怠料 8銭
A Retrieved Reformation， Mammon and the Archer， The Last Leaf， 
A Lickpenny Lover， The Gift of the l¥tIagi， The Clarion Call， The 
Pendulum， Brickdust Row， According to their Lights， The Passing 







TWO CRITICAL ESSA YS 
A DEFENCE OF POETRY SHELLEY'S VIE¥V OF POETRY 
By P. B. Shelley By A. C. Bradley 
上製美本 完債 60銭 主主主科 6銭
THE RAJAH'S DIAMOND 
By R. L. Stevenson 定債 50銭送料 4銭
New Arabian Night 中の最も傑向-tfるものなり。
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Ethics for Young People 
By C. C. EVERETT 
布製 133頁定債 43銭送料 4銭
Fortitude， Courage， Heroism， Different Kinds of 
Heroes， Contentment， Ambition， Education as a 
Duty， Self-Respect， Self-Control， Self-Reliance， Re-
Ialions to Others， Selfishness， Obedience， Love and 
Sympathy， Usefulness， Truth and Honesty， Good Temper， The 
Playground， Fun， Friendship， The Home， The SchooI， Patriotism， 
Kindness to Animals. 
宅neEssence of Modern 
dealism By Royce 
Compiled by M. Kohno 
上製 170頁完償 1闘送料 8銭
米関唯一の最大の Idealist として知られて居ろ Royceの文筆に就
ては阪に定評あろ所、而かも難解なるカシ/ト哲皐がへーゲル哲皐に
滋展する径路の叙述われり稀に見る明角jf-さら珠玉のやうな丈与さで書
いて居ろ。内等学は1.General Introduction -The Role of Philosophy 
in Human Life. 11. Kant's Conception of the Naiure and the 
Conditions of Knowledge. 11. The l¥fodification of Kant's Con-
ception of the Self. IV. The Concept of the Absolute and the 
Dlalectical Idealism. 




The Soul of Man 









COMPILED BY T. YOSHIDA 
上製美本定債 1国主主料 8銭
E玄tractsfrom “Modern Democracy" by J. Bryce 
1. Introductory， 1 L The Historical Evolution of Democracy， 
11. Public Opinion， IV. Types of Democratic Government， 
v. The Money Power in Politics， VI. Responsibility， 
VII. Oligarchies within Democracies. VHI. Leadership in a Democ-
racies， IX. The Later Phases of Democracy， X. Present 
Tendencies in Democracies， XI. The Future of Democracy. 
SUPPLEMENT ARY :一
Extract from “Law and Public Opinion" by Ao V. Dicey 







Bv GEORGE GISSING 
上製美フド定債 80銭怠料 6銭
本書l:t1895年 Gissing が Epsom滞在中に物Ltこものであって、彼
の“Eve'snansomぺThePaying Guest‘'の二作と共に Gissingのほが
らかな一面た物語るものである。
Five Best Stories 
上製美本定債 80銭主主料 6銭
Eminent British可Vriters: Cyril McNeiJe， Sir Philip Gibbs， 
Ifugh ¥Valpole， J-I. i¥. Vachel1， ¥V. S. Maugham. 
37 
Some Prominent Chapters in 
SIR W ALTER SCOTT'S 
QUENTIN DURWARD 
Edited with Notes 






MA TTHEW ARNOLD 
上製
190頁定債1園送料8銭
The Function of Criticism at the Present Tin1e.-The 
Study of Poetry. -Wordsworth. - Sweetness and 
Light. -The Celt and the Teuton. -. Emerson. 
Selections from Walter Pater 
with.Notes 
(高校上級、大串程度〉上製定債1固送料六銭
Chronology. - Preface to “The Renaissance."-
Sandro Botticelli. -Conclusion (From the RenαlS. 
sance).-lhe Child in the House.-Divine Service.-
A Prince of Court Painters. -A Study of Doinysus. 
ESSAYS OF 
HENRY D. THOREAU 
Selections from Walden 
四六列美本定債 50銭送料 6銭
Reading， Sounds， Solitude， Visitors， Higher Laws. 
38 
Higher Intelligences 




Willianl Hazlitt， Walter Pater， J ohn Addington 
Symonds， Heloise， Pater-.A.belard等入牢の名文や集
めれものである。
Milton: Comus and Lycidas 
定債 40銭送料 2銭
Lyrical Poems of England 
ヌミ債 30銭 廷料 2銭
Thomas Moore， William Wordsworth， S. T. Coleridge， J ohn Keats， 
Alfred T ennyson， Robert Browning， E. B. Browning， Thomas Hardy， 
J ohn Masefield. 
Qfnglí~b V tr~e~ 130買上製
定債1国
~heir Forms and ~αη陥没11竺
ωith Notes and Comments 










An Introduction to 
English Poetry 
SELECTED BY S. H. BATTY-SMITH 
It mu'3t be admitted that the publication of yet another anthology of English 
verse needs justifying. The justification of the present book is that I have not 
found a selection exactly suited to the Third Year students of a Japanese High 
School. Of the existing anthologies one is too expensive, another is too long, a 
third is out of date, a fourth in its fastidious avoidance of the hackneyed omits 
the justly famed, a fifth deals only (though admirably) with the nineteenth and 
twentieth centuries, a sixth seems to have been chosen by inadequate method 
of 1 icking poems out of a hat, a seventh is really a work on prosody and is too 
advanced, and eighth is limited to the Romantics, a ninth gives patriotic but 
undue prominence to such conscientious promoters of "uplift" as Cornelia Pea-
body Wilkes, the Sappho of South Dakota, and her like. I found that I had to 
make my own. 
The Third Year student of a Japanese High School is curious about English 
poetry; he wants to be introduced to it and he is capable of understanding it, 
but he has not time to spend in the byways, lovely though they be, and he can 
not yet cope with obscurities. I have taken fifty poets and tried to show him 
what manner of work was done by each at his or her best and most typical. 
The task is difficult. For Milton must be shown being majestic but not Biblical, 
Blake being religious but not mystical, Burns being neither stilted nor unintel-
ligibly Scots, Wordsworth being simple but not p:r;osaic, Scott romantic but free 
from fustian, Byron being Byronic but not ridicurous. One must try to show 
why Tennyson meant what he did to his age and to exhibit his perfect dictiont 
but not his weakness, Browning must be rugged but not crabbed, Swinburne mus 
mean something and not merely drug us with melody, Kipling must be patriotic 
and virile but not blatant The book must be short enough to be read in three 
terms and cheap enough for the poorest student, yet it must cover the ground. 
Moreover the Japanese do not like long poems. 
I admit that some of the poems chosen are hackneyed: I admit that I have 
taken liberties with spelling and punctuation in the interests of intelligibility: 
I admit that I have cut passages out of their contexts. But if these sins shall 
help to bring home to Japanese students the. loveliness of English poetry, then 
I claim to be justified. For if my readers find something to their liking, let 
them follow these sign-posts and fare better in some fuller anthology or in the 
volumes of the poets themselves. It is true that some of the poems chosen are 
over-long and that at least one is obscure, but I found no other means of doing 
anything like justice to the authors. It is true also that many admirable poets 
are omitted, but the result is that it is possible for a student to read the whole 
in the time allotted, and for the book to be published at a low price. Let not 
the student. however, suppose that there were not great English poets before 
Marlowe and Shakespeare ; there was much fine work written, but the language 
jg over-difficult. Of the Elizabethan and Stuart perioJs I have given no more 
1han examples. Nor did English poetry die with Rupert Brooke; there are still 
heirs to the great tradition. Moreover America has two or three living poets 
of genius, and her nineteenth century ones are not unworthy of attention, even 
if only Whitman had greatness. 
S. H. B.-S. 
July, 1929. Kochi High School. 
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P oems on E vening and Night 
(From Gray 10 Our τzme) 


















lL.t.f>l41.Wk ¥ ENGLISH POEMS TJ~El器N子会長Es
With Notes 
布製定債 70銭怠料 6銭
Thomas Gray. Robert Burns， Thomas Moore， William Blake， 
Lord Byron. Percy B. Shelley，どamuelT. Coleridge， William 
Wordsworth. John Keats. Henry W. Longfellow， Alfred Ten-
nyson. ". B. Browning， Dante G. Rossetti， Christina G. Ros-
setti. William B. Yeats， Arthur Symons. Wal ter de la Mare. 
John Masefield. Robert Browning. Edgar Allan Poe. 
THE OTHER HALF-ROME 
Book the Third of "The Ring and the Book" 
By ROBERT BROWNING 定債 20銭 完全料 2銭
THE SCIENCE OF RELIGION 
ALLAN MENZIES， D.O. 
布製 69p.p. 定債 40銭送料 4銭
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Extracts from SHAKESPEARE 









A 'SKETC'H OF WILLIAM SIIAKESPEARE (by Sir Sidney Lee).-
Julius Casar. -.As You Like It.-Romeo and Juliet. -Twelfth Night; 
or. What You Will.-King Lear.-King Henry IV.-The Merchant of 
Venice.-The Tempest.-Othello， the Moor of Venice.-King Richard 
II.-Macbeth.-A Midsummer-Night's Dream. -Hamlet， Prince of 
Denmark. 
Contemporary One-Act Plays 






Calderon.-Henry Arthur Jones.-Lord Dunsany.-Sir Jones 
M. B-arrie. -J ohn Galsworthy. - Alfred Sutro. - Arthur Caser. -
David Pinski. 
Litle Masterpieces of Ten Great Dramatists 
Edi ted by A. Miyamori 
上製 289頁定債1.30銭送料8銭
The First and the Last (John Gαlsωorthy). -The 
Grand Cham' s Diamond (Allan Monkhouse). -The 
Compromise of the King of the Golden Isles (Lord 
Dunsαny).-James and John (Gilbert Cαnnon).-The 
Theatre (H. F. Rubinstein).-The Workhouse Ward 
(Lαdy Gregory¥-The Unseen (Alice Gerstenbery).-The Bracelet (Allred 
Sutro ).-The Exchange (AltheαThωton)--Thirst (Eugene G. 0' Neil). 
42 
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Modern Masterpieces of 
Autobiography 
上製美本約 160頁 定債 1国 送料 8銭
本書牧むろ所 飛行家 Lindburgh. 皐者iこして政治家の Jo11nS. 
Mill. 南北探険の諸勇者 Scott，Amundsen， Peary. 自働率玉 I-enry
Ford，. 女流社合事家 Addams女真.並に筆の故駐英米図大使 Page.
及ぴ電気玉 Edisonの七主主であって、就中 A ミー?の手祇i工近来稀l二
見ろ雄筆と稽ぜられ、まれミルの早教育の主主l:t古来何人も悉知の名
第。 南北極探険の記事及[J\~ ν ドパーグの大西洋横翫の記事は興味
津々として湧〈が如く、 プすードの特異なる商業政策iヱ吾人の一考
ら強ふる所のものであります。
Readings in Modern Sports 






作者1:t何れも第一流であって Bancroft& Pulvermacher， D. M. Bul. 
lock， D. Stewart， C. Buchan， C. M. Daniels， A. Kellermann， 
Lowe & Porritt， G. H. Ruth， Clark and Dawson， W. T. Tilden， 
J. R. Lacoste， Sir I-f. Lunn.等。
Five Short Plays 
定促六十銭
THE MERRY MERRY CUCKOO 
THE BISHOP'S CANDLESTICKS 
THE LOST SILK HAT... 
¥;VHERE THE CROSS IS MADE … 
THE THRICE PROMISED BR IDE 
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Eugene 0' NeiZl 
Cheng-Chin Houng 
The F athers of Philosophy 
and Science 
From“THE STORY OF PHILOSOPHY" 
By WILL DURANT 
(For the Use of Colleges and Schools) 
Adapted with Notes by M. KOHNO 





The Context of Plato， Socrates， The Preparation of Plato， 
The Ethical Problem， The Political Problem， The Psychological 
Problem， The Psychological Solution， The Political Solution， 
The Ethical Solution， Criticism. 
ARISTOTLE:ー
The HistoricaI Background， The W ork of Aristotle， The 
Foundation of Logic， The Organization of Science，一一一1.Greek 
Science before Aristotle， 2. Aristotle as a Naturalist， 3.'1 he 
Foundation of Biology. l¥1etaphysics and the Nature of God， 
Psychology and the Nature of Art， Ethics and the Nature of 
Happiness， Politics，--1. Utopia and Conservatism， 2.Marriage 
and Education， 3. Democracy and Aristocracy. Criticism， 




T. BAILEY SAUNDERS 
上製美本定償 1固 主主料 8銭
DIVISION OF THE SUBJECT， PERSONALITY， OR WHAT A MAN IS， 
PROPERTY， OR WHAT A MAN HAS， POSITION， OR A MAN'S PLACE 
IN THE ESTJMATION OF OT河ERS.
44 
THE CITIZEN OF THE WORLD 
(SELECTION) 
BY OLIVER GOLDSMITH 
上製定償却銭 迭料8銭
“The Citizen of the W orld " of Oliver Goldsmith (1728-
1774) consists of a series of letters supposcd to have been 
written by a Chinese εentleman just arrived in England 
to his friends in Pekin and other parts of the world. We 
can see how Goldsmith， with his easy flow of English， 
records his experiences in London and makes humorous 





SELECTED ESSA YS OF A. G. GARDINER 
(For the Use of Colleges and Schools) 
定債 60銭廷料 6銭
McDonald， Dean Inge， President Coolidge， Henry Ford. 
45 
Culture and Life 
上製
145頁定償却銭送料6銭
Some Hints on Reading (James Bryce)， The Dedi-
cated Life (R. B. H，αldαne)， The League of Nation 
(Edωard Gray)， The Universities and the War 
(Michαel E. Sαdler)， The Social Value of the College-
Bred (William James)， Educational Aims and Values 
(c. W. Eliot)， The Social Ideal in Education (G. E. Vincent)， The Care 
and Culture of Men (Dωid S. Jordαn). 
Essays on Modern Problems 
Edited by K. KUMANO， M.A. 
上製
235頁定債1.20銭送料8銭
Urbanization and its Adjustment. 
What is the City (C. A. Beard)， Nine Character. 
istics of the City (E. C. HIα.yes). 
Capital VS. Labor. 
Life and Worl王 inOlden Times (C. A. Beαrd)， The T echnique 
of American Industry (C. H. Parker)， The Demands of Labor 
(Samuel Gompers)， The Reply of CapitaI-Representation (John 
RockefelleηJr，ふ HumanizingIndustry (1. Fishe1・).
Distribution of Wealth. 
Relation of the Distribution of Wealth to Sociological Problems 
(E. C. Hayes)， The Present Tendency to Adjust Distribution of 
WeaIth in the United States (Thomαs N. Cαrver). 
Universal Suffrage. 
Political and Civil Liberty Closely Connected (C. A. Beαrd)， 
¥Voman Su百rage(J. Bryce)， The Future of Universal Su百rage
(C. Seymou1・).
International Pro1:lems. 
Racial Prejudice (lV. H. Thomαs)， The Policy of“The Open 
Door" (Bαinbridge Colby)， Force and Peace (H. C. Lodge)，“I 
am a Convenanter" (W. Wilson)， The League of Nations a Culmi-
nation of Civilization (.]1αn. C. Smuts)， The Far-Eastern Problem 




3Jn ~bttt Vol~. 
上製各約 125頁
定債各80銭送料各8銭
Edited by K. KA W ABE， l¥t1.A.， PH.D. 
Vol. 1. SOCIAL EVOLUTION 
Social Evolution and Cosmic Evolution. Social Evolution and Bio-
logical Evolution. Man av.d Animals. Human Society and the Society 
of Animals. Development of Human Society. Situation and Numbers 
of the I-Iuman Race. The E百ectof Geographic Factors in History. 
Mental Life and Education. Family Life. The State. Religious 
Life. Art， Ornament， and Decoration. Conclusion: The Tendency 
in Social Evolution. 
Vol. 1. MORAL IDEAS AND SOCIAL LIFE 
Sociological View of Moral Life. Moral Codes. Sexual Morality. 
Suicide. Abortion， Infanticide， Killing the Old. Cannibalism. 
Scapegoat. Asceticism. Conclusion: Social Nature of Moral Ideas. 
Vol. II. SOCIAL PROBLEMS 
lsoc凶 Unrest. Problem of Poverty. De同市 andDefec向
Crime and Social Control. Prostitution. Venereal Diseases. Eu-




??? Part 1. 
:Biological 




1. Scope of Biology. 
1. General Properties of 
Living Matter. 
A. Living and Non-Living. 
B. Protoplasm. 




G. Colloidal Nature. 
11. Paramecium and Bacteria. 
A. Structure of Paramecium. 
VI. Insect Sociology. 
VII. Human Physiology. 
A. The Stomach: 
B. The Blood. 
c. The Muscle. 
D. The Skin. 
VIII. Bacteria and Diseases. 
IX. Darwinism. 
A. The Web of Life. 
B. The Struggle for Existence. 
c. Variability. 
D. Selection. 
B. Metabolism in Paramecium. X. Dinosaurs. 
c. Behaviour of Paramecium. XI. Dietetics and Vitamins. 
D. Bacteria. 
IV. The Plant in Air and Light. 
v. The Chief Groups of Animals. 
A. The Chief Groups of AnimaIs. 
Glossary. 
B. Vertebrates. 












者大 Part 1. 物
の墜 'Physical 理
稿受 Edited by KODAMA， Ph. B. (Chicago) 毒患音験 各種説明図解入四六列美本定債一周二十銭
CONTENTS 
1. Electrons 
α. Electrons and Nuclei 
(B. Russel). 
b. Hydrogen Spectrum ( " ). 
ιStates of Hydrogen Aton 
(B. Rωsel). 
11. X Rays ( " ) 
II. Radio-activity (" ) 
IV. The Solar System (Moulton). 
V. The Sun (，，) 
VI. What is Geology?-Pre-
liminary Outline 
(Chαmberlain). 
VII. Geological Time Divisions (，) 
IX. General Circulation of the 
Atmosphere. 
x. Thunderstorms. 
XI. Paints， Varnishes， and 
Colour. 
XII. Chemistry of Corrosion. 
XII J.Portland Cement. 
XIV. Aviation and Chemistry. 
XV. Internal Combustion Gas 
Engine. 
XVI. Aeroplane: how it is made. 
XVII. ¥Vhat is Radio? -an 
Explanation. 
VII 1.Pleistocene or Glacial Period ( " ).
APPENDIX:ー












Two Famous Plays 
Compiled and annotated by Y. Niitsu 
給入 216頁 上製美本 定債 1国 20銭廷料 8銭
ESCAPE 
By J. Galsωorthy. 
THE FIRST MRS. FRASER 
By St. .John Erime. 
HEROES AND HERO-WORSHIP 
By Thomas Carlyle 
上製美本 201頁定債 80銭廷料 8銭
LITERAR Y T ASTE 
IIow to Form it By Arnold Bennett 
121頁定債 50銭送料 6銭
EPISTEMOLOGY AND ONTOLOGY 
By William J erusaleln 
91頁定償 50銭送料 4銭
Little Gems of English Poetry 
Compiled by Y. Niitsu 
定債 50銭送料 6銭
牧むるものは J.Thomson， O. Goldsmith， W. Cowper， W. Blake， 
R. Burns， W. W ordsworth， W. Scott， S. J. Coleridge， T. 
Campbell， R. Southey， Lord Byron， P. B. Shelley， F. D. Hemans， 
J. Keats， Thomas Hood，. Lord Macaulay， J.G. Whittier， H. W. 
Longfellow， Lord Tennyson， E. A. Poe， C. Mackay， Bret Harte， 
R. H. Thorpe.等の一流で極めて卒易な詩である。
50 
Higher English Composition 
台北高等皐校教授富田義介著




for Advanced Students 
言語説教授須藤栄吉著


















j!}oちuseibo'5 (beap Cfbition 
SILENCE By Leonidas Andreie貸 ~ Pp. 20銭
TWENTY..SIX MEN AND A GIRL By Maxim Gorky 26 pp. 20銭
My Adventures in London By De Quincey 32 I>P. 20銭
The Coming World Unity By H. Randal1 20 pp. 20銭
THE WARRIOR'S SOUL By Joseph Conrad s3 I>P. 20銭
Virtue and Other Stories By John Galsworthy 31 pp. 20銭
THE DEFENDANT By. G. K. Chesterton 33 pp. 20銭
The Defendantは Chestertonの初期の作で.1901年仁摩行本ιして
覧れ.嘗時大い仁彼の巽;彦を認めしめ北有名な屯の.
Selections from Shakespeare 82 pp. 20銭
rrhe Merchant of Venice-Act IV. Hamlet. Juliua 
Casar-Scene I. 
‘Rikki-Tikki-Tavi' and Red Dog By R. Kipling 59 pp. 20銭
Kiplingの名動物小説であって白然界から人間界へ這つ℃来ると云った
興味ある譲物である.
S01¥霊EASPECTS OF WALTER PATER 10銭
Talk and Ta1k.ers By R. L. Stevenson 45 pp. 20銭
ESSA Y S OF ELIA 25鋒
By Charles Lamb 
Dream-Children. A Reverie. The Praise of Chimney-sweepers. A Dis39rtation 
upon Roast Pig. The Superannuated Man. Old China. 
MAHOMET By Thomas Car1yle 52 pp. 25銭
MARTIN LUTl王ER By Thomas Carlyle 41 pp. 25銭
The Character of Napoleon Bonaparte 54 pp. 35銭
The Country of the Blind and the Door in the Wall 
By H. G. Wells 74 pp. 35錫
R. L. Stevenson: Virginibus Puerisque (高校二.三年程度) 63 pp. 26銭
62 
ENOCH ARDEN AND Locksley Hall 
By Alfred Tennyson 定債 25銭 主主将 2銭
T ALES FROM SHAKESPEARE 
By Charles and Mary Lamb 
87瓦三色日給入美本定債 50銭送料 4銭
Hamlet， Prince of Denmark，-Romeo and JuIiet，-The Merchant of Venice 
の三焦をl段む、
OLALLA By R. L. Stevenson 定債 38銭送料 4銭
FRANCOIS VILLON 
By R. L. Stevenson 定債 50銭怠料 4銭
LONDON SKETCHES By H. V. Morton 
43頁 定債 25銭 送料 2銭
“The Keys"， Inside “Big Ben"， Among the I(ings， 2 LO， Keeping 
an Eye Open， Two in a Tower， Cenotaph; Romance on Wheels， 
Ghosts of the Fog， Faces in the Strand. 
T ALES FROM CHARLES DICKENS 
A Christmas Carol.-Dr. Manette's Manuscript. 定債 35銭 ft料 4銭
The English Renaissance of Art 






GREAT MODERN ONE-ACT PLAYS 
二月出来上製美本定悦 90銭送料 8銭
CONTENTS :--The Short Cut (Percival Wilde)， Half an Hour (James九1.
Barrie)， The Dear Departed (Stanley Houghton)， A Night at an Inn 
(Lord Dunsany)， The Snake Charmer (Arnold Bennett)， Spreading the 
News (Lady Gregoη')， The Boys Comes Home (A. A. Milne)， In the 
Zone (Eugene 0' Neill). 
GREAT MODERN SHORT STORIES 
二月中旬出来上製美本定債 90銭之さ料 8銭
CONTENTS: -A Red Coat for Night (Manuel Komroff)， Confession 
(Algernon Blackwood)， The Wings of Adventure CPhilip Gibbs)， Half. 
Holiday (Aldous Huxley)， Footfalls (Wilber Daniel Steel)， Soames and 
the Flag (John Galsworthy)， Annie Laurie (Zona Gale)， Little Mar-
guerite (Robert Hichens). 
REPRESENTATIVE SHORT STORIES 
Edited by R. T ANABE 上製美本定債 ε0銭送料 6銭
CONTENTS :-The Lady， or the Tiger? (F. R. Stockton)， The Caldron of 
Oi1 (日'ilkieCollins)， The Esquimau Maiden's Romance (Mark Twain)， 
An U ndergraduate's Aunt (F. Anstり)， The Chinago (Jack London)， 
Moti Guj-Mutineer (R. EiPling)， Squire Petrick's Lady (Thomas 
Hard，.y)， Father and Son (Mark Butheゲord).
Chivalry and Sportsmanship 
By Thomas Lyell & K. Sudo 上製定債 80銭送料 6銭
Bushido， Chivalry and Sportsmanship.一-Honour -The Story of a 
Fountain Pen.一一APatriot.←一 AHumble Hero.一一AHero of 1923. 
A Conqueror of Two W orlds.一一Discipline.一-Service.一一TheMan at 
the Helm.一一AVery Gallant Gentleman.一一Submarine.一一-How the 
Army in Mesopotamia was Saved.一一etc.
木警は ThomasLyells氏の麗筆になれろもの、一章毎l二 Pronunciation;
Words， Phrases and Idioms; Conversation; Etymology; Suggestions for 
Composition Subjects; Verse; Grammar Notes;和文英諮問越等た添ヘれ
る理想的の敬科書である。
Readings in Economics 
三月中旬由来上製美本約 240頁定債;未定
CONTENTS:一一TheNature of Economic Science (Alvin S. Johnson); 
Value and Price (R. D. Richards); The Factors of Production (Fred 
Rogers Fairchild， Edgar Stevenson Furniss， Norman Sydney Buck); Dis-
tribution of Wealth (R. D. Richards) ; Money and Banking (E. Levasseur); 
International Trade， Foreign Exchange (Fred Rogers Fairchild， Edgar 
Stevenson Furniss， Norman Sydney Buck); Trade Union (Silverman); 
Trust (H. Heaton); Cooperative Movement (Howard Patterson， Karl W. 
H. Schoゐ).
The Love of the Alps 







あぐべき数第であらう。 TheLove of the Alps， The Alps in Winter， 
Winter Nights at Davos， Night in Venice. 
THE POLE ST AR LIBRARY 
短時日で詣坊の面白い屯のばかりで値段は大へん安〈誠仁便利な本であります
The Outstation (W. Somerset Maugham) 
The Tarn and Lois Drake (Hugh WalPole) 
Selected Essays from John Dewey 
Three Tales from Hawthorne … 





Selected Essays from Galsworthy 
The Apple-Tree (John Galswol幼y)
Alicias Diary (Thomas Hardy) 
. . 
. . 
Industry and Amenities of 2030 (Birkenhead) 
Westminster Abbey and the Spectre Bridegroom 
Cotton Mill 
Talk on Medicine... 
Scientific Adventures … 















1Lafcabto ;!}tarn !eerit~ 
IN SEVEN VOLS. 
Gracefully Bound in Light-Green Coloured Cloth, 
-the Colour Hearn was Most Fond of. 
Life and Literature ~:i~~djhl.2~rof. R. TANABE 
Nine pieces selected out of the lectures which were dictated 
for the convenience of his class by Lafcadio Hearn ( 1850-1904) 
in his Tokyo Imperial University days : Literature and Political 
Opinion-On the 'Relation of Life and Character to Literature-On 
Composition- Studies of Extraordinary Prose- Naked Poetry -The 
Value of the Supernatural in Fiction and the Art of Writing Ghost· 
Story-The Havamal: Old Northern Ethics of Life-On Heading in 
Relation to Literature....-Farewell Address. 
Stories and Sketches ~~i~~d hl.s:rof. R. TANABE 
Thirty representative masterpieces selected out of aU his 
writings :-The Tale a Picture Tells- The Legend of the Monster 
Misfortune-Ningyo-no-Haka-A Question in the Zen Texts-A Story 
of Divination- The Story of Kwashin Koji- From the Diary of an 
English Teacher- The Dream of a Summer Day- Bits of Life and 
Death-On a Bridge-At Yaidzu-Otokichi's Daruma-Pathological-
Kusa-Hibari-The Japanese Smile-" Unselfish Self-Control"-" The 
Japanese Silence "-Some Thoughts about Ancestor-Worship -"What-
ever the Living Possess is from the Dead"- A Living God-" The 
Writing of Short Poems"-" A Little Flower-Show" -"The Beauty of 
Stones "-Vespertina Cognitio-Gothic Horror--Hi-Mawari-Stranger 
than Fiction-My Guardian Angel-Idolatry-Obaasan-no-Hanashi. 
Lands and Seas Edited by Prof. T. OCHIAI Price 1.50 
Taken from among Hearn's books of travel. These pieces are 
the record of his wanderings through both hemispheres. They 
range from those impressionistic writings of his earlier days 
when he was an artist in colours to his works of a later period 
in which he perfected a style of his own- vigorous, but always 
charmin~ :-My First Day in the Orient-A Pilgrimage to Enoshima 
-Fujinoyama-Notes ..£ a Trip to Kyoto-In Osaka-Matsuye-Dy 
the Japanese Sea-From Hoki to Oki-In a Japanese Garden -A 
Midsummer Trip to the Tropics-A Winter Journey to Japan. 
Poets and Poems Edited by Prof. R. TANABE Price 1. 50 
Twenty lectures on Poets and Poems selected out of those 
dictated for the convenience of his class by Lafcadio Hearn 
(1850-1904' in his Tokyo University days (1896-1903) :---Note 
upon the Shortest Forms of English Poetry-Poems about Children-
Some Fairy Literature--Some Poems on Death-Byron-Note on 
Wordsworth-Some Notes on the Poetry of Shelley.-On the Lyrical 
Beauties of Keats-Note on Hood-Tennyson-Edward Fitzgerald and 
the "Rubaiyat ''-"Three Silences"-" Sea Limits"-" The Patriot"-
" Strangers Yet''-" Sands of Dee"-" Dover Beach''-" West London" 
-"A Picture at Newstead "-A Poem by Robert Bridges. 
Japan and the Japanese ~~i!:d bl.roof. T. ocHIAI 
Ten representative pieces taken from among Hearn's most 
serious writings, treating especially of the inner aspect of Japan 
and the Japanese, -the result of the profoundest thoughts on the 
subject, of which he stands a unique interpreter :-The Genius of 
Japanese Civilization.-Jiujutsu-The Future of the Far East-A Con· 
servative-Difficulties-Strangeness and the Charm-The Religion of 
Loyalty-The Eternal Feminine-Some Thoughts .. about Ancestor-
Worship-The Idea of Pre-existence. 
Ron1ance and Reason ~;i~:d hl.3:rof. R. TANABE 
"The Shaving of Shagpat "-Note upon Tolstoy's "Resurrection" 
-The most Beautiful Romance of the Middle Ages-A King's 
Romance-Old Greek Fragments-The Prose of Small Things-On 
Romantic and Classical Literature in Relation to Style.--Tolstoy's 
Theory of Art--The Question of Highest Art-The Insuperable 
Difficulty-On the Philosophy of "Sartor Resartus "-Note on the 
Abuse and Use of Literary Societies. 
Facts and Fancies Edited by Prof. R. TANABE Price 1.20 · 
Some representative Masterpieces of Lafcadio Hearn in his 
American Days :-Humble Fare and High Living in Ancient Rome-
The Piper of Hamelin-Worn ~'n of the Sword-Fair Women and Dark 
Women-G·ants and Dwarfs-Pign1ies and Monsters-Notes on the 
Utilization of Human Remains-The Burning of the Dead-Tombstones 
-The Little Red Kitten-The Devil's Carbuncle-The Garden of 
Paradise-St. Brandau's Christmas-A Lily in the Mouth of Hell-
The Poisoners-The Nun Ryonen. 
[Postaee 8 sen (each)] 
I Japan and Manchuria: 
Japanese Statements and Foreign Com-
ments on the Sino・JapaneseDispute 









Important V ocaburary 
for Translation from 
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三 のたi~に充分怠る材粉ê供絡するふ . 二れ亦他i二類史b見ざる本儀典の特徴と
守議所である@
